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PRESENTATION Once again, a reference to the time appears to be the main theme used by the authors of this campaign (made by Abbot Mead Vickers BBDO limited, the largest advertising agency in the UK). The theme of this advert, in other words, is "at the heart of the distinctiveness is the time taken". The visual is based on 3 sentences: • A quote from Terence Conran • A kind of prevention: time is the only useful ticket to acquire the complex taste of Guinness • A slogan which refers to the colour chart both of the Guinness and of the advertising The reference to the consumer culture exists by the parallel established with the fix-it culture, in a sense that you must accurate your sensitivity (your taste) to obtain the best representation of the Guinness, like any fix-it consumer would change an object, repair it, to enhance its properties. The bricolage postmodernism concept widely discussed by the anthropologist Claude Levi Strauss could be used for the argumentation of this press-ad. Indeed, Strauss says that tribes combine elements in the environment (rock, threes, animal, material, plants etc.) to produce meanings and myths. This advertisement is also presented as a myth in a sense or the brand is trying to create meanings around a product of everyday consumption which could be ranged into the "food" group. Thus, Guinness seems to classify the Guinness drinkers as a tribe. A tribe with values: one can not appreciate a Guinness (the complex taste of Guinness), without waiting for the right time. Their baseline "Not everything in Black and White makes sense", reinforces the idea of bricolage. The Guinness tribe is now talking about colours and argue that they take part of the few one who can give a sense to a meaning with only 2 colours: the Black and White.
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